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CHAPTER 1 

Law 

Gerhard Thür 

One of the major issues in an analysis of the role that transaction costs played 

in the ancient economy is to examine the extent to which a legal system might 

control the costs of the most important legal acts that individuals could un

dertake. Doing so would have helped to make the legal system more au

thoritative in protecting property rights, since parties to transactions would 

have had a greater incentive to protect their interests through the legal sys

tem rather than through extralegal means. The costs of using legal protec

tions are the specific topic of three other essays in this collection, those of Uri 

Yiftach ( chapter 6), Frarn;ois Lerouxel ( chapter 7), and Rudolf Haensch ( chap

ter 10 ). The legal system of classical Athens provides an appropriate place to 

begin such a study, since the costs of court procedures there, in contrast to 

other places in the ancient world, are well documented. In this essay, I will 

focus on three topics important for understanding the role of transaction 

costs in a legal system: first, court fees, second, fees on and the costs associ

a ted with contracts, and, finally, the social mechanisms within a legal system 

that are designed to balance the interests of parties to lawsuits or contracts. 

Court Fees 

In Athens, there was a complex system of fees for public and private law

suits.1 In this essay, in the interests of space, I will concentrate on trials con-

1. No comprehensive work exists on the fees in public and private lawsuits. For Athens, see 
the sources and literature quoted in nn. 4 and 9-11 below. 
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cerning private transactions. These trials took place before different tribu

nals. Suits between citizens usually came before the Forty. The parties had to 

submit their cases to a so-called official arbitrator chosen by lot, or a öLCTL'tryc:17.:;. 

This man held a preliminary hearing exactly as a magistrate vested with ju

risdiction might. The task of the btatn7'L17.; was to prepare the case for the 

main hearing before the court, or OtKaa'ttjQtoV, or-when possible-to recon

cile the litigants. The parties were always free to agree with the settlement 

proposed by the öLCTLU]'t:17.:;, in which case no trial took place. 2 This was an 

extre1nely efficient procedure, saving costs for both the state and the parties. 

The ötKCTa'ttjQtOV was called to hear the case only if one of the litigants was 

unsatisfied with the mediation of the ötCTt'tf]'tlls; then the matter was decided 

expeditiously in one session, with no possibility of appeal. For his work, the 

OtCTt'tf]'IT}.; received one drachma from each litigant, and he could exact an 

additional drachma for each day that the hearing was prolonged (in all likeli

hood from the party that had requested a delay). 3 

Court fees, or 71:QU'tavcia, were to be paid when a member of the Forty 

brought the case before the öt1<aa't17Qtov.4 In commercial cases, noncitizens 

were permitted to bring their claims before one of the six 8c:aµo8e'tat drawn 

from the board of the nine supreme magistrates, the CTQXOV'tc.;. Citizens and 

foreigners had to pay the same court fees: for an amount in dispute under 

one hundred drachmas, there were no fees; when the amount was between 

one hundred and one thousand drachmas, each of the litigants had to pay 

three drachmas; for disputes worth more than one thousand drachmas, the 

fee was set at thirty drachmas for each litigant. The state thus collected six or 

sixty drachmas for every major trial. The litigant who lost had to reimburse 

the winner for his TTQU'tCTVcia charges. 

The treaty between Stymphalos and Demetrias ca. 303-300 B.C.E. envi

sioned an even more economically efficient process: each party had to de

posit a fee equal to one-tenth of the amount in dispute. The court kept safe 

the double amount, and the winner could withdraw his advance immediate

ly.5 The reason for this regulation was the international character of the 

treaty. Since the litigants came from different poleis, such cash advances to 

2. Thür 2009: 411. 
3. Harpocrat., s.v. TII.XQCiunmLc;; Pol!. 8.39, 127; Harrison 1968-71: 2:67. 
4. For the following paragraph, see Pol!. 8.38; Harrison 1968-71: 2:93; Scafuro 2011: 172 n. 115. 
5. Thür and Taeuber 1994 (hereinafter IPArk): no. 17.57-58. and pp. 230-32 (see discussion 

there also about other poleis). 
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the court were the safest way for the winner to get his fee reirnbursed. In 

Athens, no judicial rnagistrate was allowed to accept court fees on deposit. 

Instead, he charged and exacted only the arnount due to the polis and irnrne

diately forwarded this arnount to the treasury. lt therefore fell to the winner 

to recover his rnoney, even against a foreigner. To offset the risk for the losing 

party' s not paying, however, foreigners had to secure Athenian guarantors. 

Athens thus saved on administrative costs and took the burden off the rnag

istrates, while leaving the risk and trouble of collection and reirnbursement 

to the victorious party in a suit. 

In Athens, private trials were surprisingly inexpensive. For disputes up 

to one thousand drachmas (categories 1 and 2), the state took either nothing 

or only six drachmas. In those cases, a buca.arc17QLOV of 201 judges was irn

paneled. They were chosen by lot from the entire pool of citizens who had 

sworn the dikastic oath and were present the morning of the court date. At 

the end of the day 1 each juror received three obols (half a drachma); 6 the 

total cost of adjudication was therefore 100.5 drachmas. If one öLKa.arc17QtOv 

could hear and decide four trials a day this is a conservative estimate: in 

my own opinion, it was likely to have been closer to eight7-the state had 

revenues of at most forty-eight drachmas and expenses of 100.5 drachmas. 

In other words, although the fees the state collected obviously depended on 

the number of trials and their respective valuations (i.e., under or over one 

hundred drachmas), we may surmise that it had net expenses of at least 

52.5 drachmas a day. One can estimate more precisely the costs of trials of 

the third category, those disputes for amounts over one thousand drach

mas. For these cases, a court of 401 judges was impaneled. Since such cases 

required longer arguments 1 these courts probably conducted only two or 

three trials in one sitting. The state thus took in 120 or 180 drachmas, against 

a cost of 200.5 drachmas for the judges. The cost to the state for the sitting 

of the larger btKa.arcfjQLOV was therefore either 20.5 or 80.5 drachmas, de

pending solely on the number of trials it was able to conduct. Given the 

preceding calculations, it would seem that the court fees never covered the 

whole expenses for the öLKetarc17Qtet. Mogens Herrnan Hansen has recently 

calculated the overall annual cost to the state for all öLKetarc17Qtet, private 

and public, as between twenty-two and thirty-seven talents. 8 Since he did 

not take into account the fees paid by the parties in private cases and the 

6. Ath. Pol. 62.2. 

7. Thür 2000: 43 with n. 12. 

8. Hansen 1995: 195. 
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fines in public ones, the actual cost was substantially lower; there are too 

many unknowns to estimate it more exactly. 

The state tried, by various means, to prevent citizens and foreigners from 

abusing the legal system. I will not deal extensively here with the most well

known methods. These include the fine of one thousand drachmas on a citi

zen who brought a public charge and then dropped the prosecution (before a 

ötKC\'.CY'If)QtOV of five hundred judges) or failed to secure one-fifth of the votes, 9 

as well as the 71C\'.QC\'.KC\'.'Ietßoi\tj, the required deposit for claimants in probate 

cases equal to one-tenth of the value of the estate and likely forfeited to the 

estate if the claim was rejected. 10 

In connection with the costs of litigation, the tnwßc:i\h is of interest. This 

was a penalty of one-sixth of the value of the claim at issue-that is, one obol 

for every drachma- and was assessed in various types of cases when the 

plaintiff lost or when he failed to secure one-fifth of the votes. lt was applied, 

for example, in guardianship cases. Important for commercial matters was 

the tnwßc:i\h in 7tC\'.QetyQacpiJ trials. When a plaintiff filed suit in a NK17 

tµnOQLKTJ, the defendant was allowed to enter a special plea-written "be

side" the plaintiff's claim, hence para-graphein-that the action was barred on 

certain technical grounds. The magistrate had to bring this plea before a 

court, and the defendant, now a de facto plaintiff, spoke first. Whichever 

party lost the TIC\'.QetyQetcptj trial had to pay the penalty for frivolous suit. The 

payment was probably made to the opposing litigant.11 In this case, then, the 

economic interests of the state were protected only indirectly, but the deter

rent effect was the same as in the other penalties previously mentioned. 

Today, advocacy costs are an essential part of legal costs. In Athens, every 

litigant had to speak his case in propria persona. Only one' s closest relatives 

or friends were allowed to act as supporters (auv17yoQ0t), and they were not 

allowed to accept money.12 So we do not find advocates in Athens. Theoreti

cally, the idea of easy and equal access to the law seems to have been achieved: 

both citizens and foreign merchants could take advantage of the low costs of 

litigation and the prohibition of paid advocacy. In practice, however, matters 

were not so simple: litigants often spent on "speechwriters" (i\oyoyQcicpot) 

what they saved on advocacy costs. 

9. Dem. 58.6; Harrison 1968-71: 2:83. 
10. Harrison 1968--71: 2:181-83; Scafuro 2011: 23-25. 
11. Isocr. 18.351 37; Harrison 1968-71: 2:185. Whitehead (2002: 86-88) understands the pay

ment as made to the treasury. 
12. Dem. 46.26; Wolff 1968: 12 ("' 2007: 101); Harrison 1968-71: 2:159; Rubinstein 2000: 
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At various points in their careers, most of the ten vvell-known Attic orators 

pliecl this trade. Pointedly, Wolff speaks of a 11 trade" (Gewerbe) in order to 

separate unlicensecl speechwriters whose competence lay in rhetoric from the 

standards and controls associated with the modern profession of a lawyer. 13 

The lawyer is bound to the ethical standarcls of the juristic profession at least 

in Europe (and at least in theory). The speechwriter, unlike a lawyer, did not 

appear in public. Like a tailor, the speechwriter wrote a made-to-measure 

speech for his dient and, if necessary, the uuv7y0Qoc;. Like actors, the litigants 

then hacl to memorize their speeches and rehearse their appearances at court. 

VVe do not know how much the speechwriters were paid for their efforts 14 or 

how frequently Athenians made use of their services. 

Sometimes the speechwriters hacl good knowleclge of the law and used 

this to guide their clients' tactical steps. They formulated the witness deposi

tions and formal questions and challenges (TIQOKA17anc_::), which the parties 

would ask or direct to each other during the preliminary hearing. All docu

ments and statutes on the basis of which a case was tobe argued had tobe 

disclosed beforehand to the opponent, in the sessions before the c:>Lmrr~1:17c_:: or 

the magistrate. 15 With this information, the speechwriter used his rhetorical 

powers to create a court speech with emotional appeal that would engage 

and persuade the lay judges. Since the AoyoyQacpoc_:: a ghostwriter

was working out of the public eye, the winner could not prevail on the loser 

to reimburse him for the costs. Each party therefore bare this financial risk 

personally, which represented a considerable obstacle to access to the law. 

Only litigants well versed in the specialized art of perforrning court speeches 

had a realistic chance of winning over the enormous numbers of laymen gov

erned by mass psychology when sitting in the bucaaTllQLCT. 

The lay judges, öL1eau1:a(, were not the only persons ruled by emotions, 

since the litigants themselves often pursued other interests besides rationally 

calculated financial ones when bringing cases. Every lawsuit was a merciless 

struggle, an ayc0v, for social position, reputation, and honor. 16 In ancient liti

gation, slandering the opponent was normal. Disputes involving simple eco

nomic matters were commonly settled before friends or in the preliminary 

13. Wolff 1968: 10 (= 200T 100). 

14- Dem. 35.42 mentions one thousand drachmas in a case for. three thousand; I thank Uri 
Yiftach for this reference. 

15. Thür 2007'. 142 (= 2008a: 64). 
16. Cohen 1995. 
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hearings. Only totally irreconcilable litigants went to the court, and in doing 

so, they would insult each other openly in public. In fact, a topos of the court 

speech was to reproach an opponent with his irreconcilability: he had re

jected all means of compromise out of court. 17 The social expectations not to 

go to court certainly reduced the costs of resolving disputes. But once the trial 

started, there was no more reasoning on economic considerations. With the 

speechwriter at his side, the party often invested more than the issue was 

worth financially. Nonmaterial values, which could certainly also turn into 

material ones, were now at stake. 

Adriaan Lanni holds that trials involving overseas commerce were char

acterized by more rationality and less emotion.18 If so, the costs of litigation 

should have been lower in such disputes. Certainly, as Lanni points out, 

speeches involving such cases lack the passages in which opponents person

ally insult one another. The reason-in her eyes was that foreign merchants 

were only admitted to file suit in Athens if they had written contracts, or 

auyyQacpcd, with the defendants. Supposedly, the use of auyyQmpa( had the 

consequence that trials could be conducted on a more objective and fair basis 

when disputes arose. However, the document was only a formal prerequisite 

to bring a trial in Athens; its existence had nothing to do with whether or not 

the litigants engaged in ad hominem attacks. Rather, the explanation for the 

absence of such challenges lies in the fact that it made little sense to attack the 

reputation of a foreigner inAthens. Therefore, litigants in these cases insulted 

their opponents indirectly and wove their insults elaborately into the narra

tive part of the speech. 

A good example is the speech of Demosthenes against Zenothemis (Dem. 

32).19 In Syracuse, Protos from Massalia (Marseille) had bought grain with 

the money belonging to the Athenian Demon, who was, incidentally, Demos

thenes' s uncle. The grain was loaded onto the ship of Hegestratos, also from 

Massalia. After being repaired in Kephallenia, the ship arrived in Athens. The 

grain was unloaded and stored, but Hegestratos, captain and shipowner, had 

lost his life on the voyage from Syracuse to Kephallenia. Before this unfortu

nate event, however, he had pledged the grain to his compatriot Zenothemis, 

who was sailing with him. In Athens, Zenothemis had to use a legal ritual to 

gain possession of the pledge: he formally invaded the storehouse to take 

17. Scafuro 199T 121-23, 393-96. 
18. Lanni 2006: 149-74. 
19. For full discussion, see Thür 2003: 60-76. 
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possession of the grain, for the sole reason of being-again formally

expelled by Demon and Protos, who were, it seems, the actual possessors. 

Thereafter, Zenothemis filed a ÖLKf] 1:l:,ouA17c:, a cause of action against expul

sion, for the double value of the grain. He first filed against Protos, who es

caped from Athens and was condemned in absentia. Then Zenothemis filed 

the same charge against Demon, who countered with a TictQC\'.YQetcptj, arguing 

that he, Demon, had no commercial auyyQctcp17 with the foreigner Zenothe

mis and therefore that Zenothemis's commercial claim (bi.K17 i:µrroQlK~) 

against him, the Athenian citizen, was inadmissible (§ 2). If the court had 

agreed with Demon's argument, Zenothemis would have lost his case com

pletely: as a foreigner, he would not have the standing to file a citizen charge 

against Demon, and Protos was now beyond his reach. Additionally, Zeno

themis would have been punished with the trrwßc:A[ct, the fine of one-sixth 

of the value of the grain in dispute. 

To achieve his aim of barring Zenothemis's b[Kq tl:,ouAr1c; against Demon, 

Demosthenes, as speechwriter, did his best to distort the facts and insult his 

opponent First, he obscured the fact that a auyyQctcptj existed between De

mon and Protos, who undoubtedly had contracted, in turn, with Zenothemis. 

Most likely, it was a bottomry loan, much like the one preserved in the speech 

against Lakritos. 20 Then Demon accused his opponent Zenothemis of con

spiring, with Hegestratos, to commit "insurance fraud": in order to keep the 

money from all the bottomry loans they had made in Syracuse, Hegestratos 

had allegedly tried to sink his own ship. Caught in the act, he leaped into the 

sea and was drowned. Reading between the lines, one comes up with the fol

lowing, much more likely scenario: Hegestratos went overboard when sail

ing the vessel, heavily damaged by storm, to Kephallenia, sometime after 

Zenothemis had loaned him money, probably drafted in a auyyQctcpfJ, to re

pair the ship, as collateral for which Hegestratos pledged the grain cargo. 

This explains the (sound) basis of Zenothemis' s claim and why he pursued 

Demon in court. All this, however, was cleverly covered up by Demosthen

es' s fantastic and exciting story about the alleged "insurance fraud." 

In addition to distorting the facts, Demon is also made to hurl the gravest 

of insults in the course of his narrative (§§ 4-13t a way of proceeding that 

takes us far from any standard of fairness in commercial trials. He even dis

credits his own agent Aristophon, who had managed to repair the ship in 

20. Dem. 35.10-13: the debt is only due when the ship safely arrives in the harbor. 
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Kephallenia and now, in a fully correct way, was testifying as a witness on 

behalf of the plaintiff. In Demon's speech, Aristophon is cast as a well-known 

member of the "Piraeus mafia" (§ 10). Even Protos, Demon's erstwhile busi

ness partner, comes in for rough treatment (§§ 24-30). In a pointed contrast, 

the speech also includes a chapter in which Demon praises his own contribu

tions to the Athenian grain imports (§§ 21-23). To sum up, we have here a 

commercial case with all the characteristics of an average court speech, only 

structured in a different way. In practice, by manipulating the facts to his own 

advantage, an Athenian litigant was able to bar a foreign merchant from due 

access to the law. For the foreigner, it was impossible to calculate this risk. 

For these reasons, studying litigation costs resulting from the law of Ath

ens cannot be confined to court fees and speechwriters' salaries. In theory, 

Athens had designed an efficient system to enforce commercial claims quickly 

and inexpensively. However, because of the mentality of the parties and the 

lay judges sitting in the huge courts, the carefully designed measures often 

did not work in practice. A further difficulty was the primitive structure of 

the Athenian law of contract. A debtor who did not perform his duties was 

not condemned simply to pay compensation. Instead, according to the prin

ciple of the b[K17 ßAcxß17c; (an action for tort), he could be forced to pay double 

the amount. If the creditor had several codebtors defaulting on their common 

obligations, the punishment could also be cumulative. An example of redou

bling and cumulating penalties is the case of Pantainetos (Dem. 37). 

Instructed by Nikoboulos and Euergos, Antigenes, slave of the first, had 

privately seized from Pantainetos thirty minas of silver (half a talent). Pan

tainetos was going to use this to pay the state rent for a silver mine in Laurion 

(§ 22). Because of the delay in payment, Paintainetos was registered as a state 

debtor for double the amount, or one talent (§§ 22 and 24). He therefore sued 

Nikoboulos for two talents, double the amount again (§ 50 ), even though he 

had already received two talents from Nikoboulos' s partner Euergos. Thus 

an unjustified securing of half a talent turned into a fine of one talent and 

private penalties of four talents. 21 This system is far from economic compen

sation. Nevertheless, like the high risks of lawsuits, the archaic rigor of con

tract enforcement indirectly brought it about that the parties performed their 

duties as far as possible voluntarily. 

21. Thür 2006: 163. 
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Fees on and Costs of Contracts 

On this topic, one can be very brief: as far as is known, there are no sources. 

From Athens, not a single private contract is preserved as an original docu

ment. The ÖQOL (stone monuments recording mortgages) sometimes mention 

sale or encumbrance contracts on real property but never provide the full 

texts. 22 From a bottomry loan deed transmitted by Demosthenes (35.10-13), 

we see that Athenians did use extended contract forms-in this case, one that 

was widespread over the Mediterranean world down to the Roman period. 23 

Yet we know nothing about professional scribes or their salaries. This techni

cal knowledge doubtless belonged to the business of tradesmen and bankers. 

Athens had fees for the services it provided in official auctions. The re

sponsible officers for this matter were the "sellers" ( nwi\17'TctL), assisted by a 

herald (Kf]Qut;). The objects of these auctions were confiscated goods 24 and 

leases (Athens let out its silver mines, temple lands, building projects, and tax 

collection). Athenaion Politeia 47.2-3 deals with the duties of the nwi\17'Tctl, but 

without mentioning any fees.25 Only from the nwi\17'TctL records preserved in 

inscriptions do we know about a sales tax (i:nwvLOv) and herald's fees 

(Kl7QUKELct),26 probably assessed at 2 percent of the price. The whole system 

of public finance, including an import tax exacted at the harbor, cannot be 

dealt with in this study. 

Indirectly, the prices of goods were influenced by whether the seller had 

to guarantee title for the buyer. Buying from the state at an auction was safe. 27 

A private seller had to offer guarantees against eviction, and he probably 

added a certain premium to the price to cover this risk. Not from Athens but 

from Stymphalos, we discover that buying in the marketplace, the agora, was 

privileged with just this sort of protection: even if one bought stolen goods at 

the agora, one was not compelled to return them to the owner. 28 This statute 

concerned first and foremost durable goods like slaves or livestock, not con

sumer items such as wine and grain. For real property, there was always one 

person who acted as a guarantor, a ßcßctLW'TT]<; or TTQct'TT]Q. 

22. Finley 1951: 21. 
23. Thür 1987. 
24. Hallof 1990. 
25. See the 1981 commentary by Rhodes. 
26. Longdon 1991: P 2, 3, 5, 53· 
27. Pringsheim 1961: 305. 
28. IPArk no. 17.121-24 with commentary. 
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Social Mechanisnis 

The free market, regulated by supply and demand, a social mechanism 

that-in a global perspective-regulates the costs of goods. I cannot say 

whether and to what degree this economic mechanism was actually opera

tive in dassical Athens. In this section, I will concentrate on three legal insti

tutions that optimized the economic balance between the parties of a contract 

or legal dispute: public auction, the estimation of the penalty in the law 

courts, and the leasing of an orphan' s estate. In all these cases, law and psy

chology went hand in hand to create institutions significant for Athenian eco

nomic life. 

A transparent and fair auction was a means for the seller to realize the 

best price, rent, or wage. From Athens, we know about only official auctions, 

not private ones. 29 Looking to the nwArp:a.( records for the silver mines, the 

figures for the rents leave some reason to doubt whether an auction took 

place with every lease. On the one hand, the leases for some mines were sold 

for high, oddly specific prices (e.g., 17,750 drachmas). 30 Such examples seem 

to indicate productive mines let to the highest bidding entrepreneur. On the 

other hand, we have many smaller, stereotyped figures of 20 or 150 drach

mas, which cannot be the result of auctions. The mines leased for these 

amounts seem tobe unproductive. How did the nwAryra[ lease them? Athe

naion Politeia 47.2 tells us that the nwAryra[ let the mines in conjunction with 

the ßovAtj, or Council. We should suppose that the five hundred members of 

the Council, presided over by the nwArym( when deciding such cases, were 

asked to decide which one among several applicants was the most suitable. 

The procedure was a social or political interaction between the competing 

applicants and the controlling organ of the state, rather than a purely eco

nomic one. 

:tvluch easier to explain is the social mechanism governing the relation

ship between litigants and the bLKa.arr17QLOV when it came to assessing penal

ties. When the defendant a coffnnercial trial was found guilty, there re

mained the problem of how to assess the penalty. Normally, it was set at 

double the amount of the f3Aaß17, the "harm" or financial loss the plaintiff 

had suffered. Yet the smaller öu(a.arr17QLOV of 201 citizens technically did not 

29. Pringsheim 
30. Langdon 1991: P 19.26-yJ; see Faraguna 2006: 146-47 with discussion of earlier literature. 
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have the legal capacity to assess any amount: a öLKa.a1:~QLOv of that size could 

only vote "yes" or "no." Here the Athenians followed the simple principle of 

giving both litigants the chance to suggest a penalty amount for an up-or

down vote. The plaintiff would submit his estimate, or üµriµa, in the written 

statement of his claim. If condemned, the defendant then also had the oppor

tunity to submit his 1:(µriµa. Both litigants had a short time to present orally 

the justifications for their estimates. 31 Then the judges decided for one of the 

two petitions. The litigants were thus confronted with a psychological di

lemma: if the plaintiff gave too high of an estimate, he risked having the 

ÖLKetCT1:~QLOV agree with the defendant's lower estimate, and vice versa for 

the defendant. Of course, this mechanism did not always succeed in bringing 

about the legally correct result; but the court did thereby avoid making dif

ficult calculations as to the real damage, while encouraging the parties, who 

were in a much better position to know the truth of the matter and the true 

value of the dispute, to submit reasonable estimates. Complicated lawsuits 

thus could be brought to an end within a single court day with the greatest 

probability of a just and economically fair outcome. 

In the recently published fragment of the speech of Hyperides against 

Timandros, we find the mechanisms of auction and üµ17mc; ( estimation) 

combined. 32 The trial concerned a guardianship dispute, or an action on a 

bLK17 E7tL1:Qü7tf]c;. After coming of age, Akademos charged his former guard

ian Timandros with financial malfeasance. As in the case of young Demos

thenes against Aphobos (Dem. 27), the argument revolved around the guard

ian' s having to give an account of his administration of a business he held in 

trust. A guardian had two options when it came to managing a business in 

his ward' s estate: either run it himself or lease it out. If he went the first raute, 

the guardian was required, at the end of his duty, to give a full account of his 

administration, and all profit and loss fell to the ward. In such cases, guard

ianship trials followed a predictable script. By taking the second route, leas

ing the business (µ(u8wmc; ohcou), the guardian secured a leaseholder who 

paid a rent to maintain the ward and promised to return the fortune when the 

ward reached his majority, with the same value as it had had when the lease

holder had received it.33 On the one hand, the second option was safer for the 

31. Harrison 1968-71: 2:80. 
32. For the text, see Tchernetska et al. 2007; Horvath 2008. For discussion, see Thür 2008b and 

2010. 
33. Dem. 27.58. 
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ward, because the leaseholder took on all the risk; on the other hand, all profit 

exceeding the fixed rent fell to the leaseholder. Und er the second option, the 

costs of resolving disputes were low, because a lawsuit on guardianship was 

forestalled by leasing the business. 

Another problem involving transaction costs concerned how a ward' s 

business, the 0I1<oc; OQ(petVlK6c;, was leased. Here the Hyperides fragment 

sheds some valuable new light. Up until now, we have known that the guard

ian had to register his guardianship with the CXQXWV and, at the time of regis

tration, could also apply to lease out the oürnc;.34 The CXQXCvv then arranged to 

have the business auctioned before a OLKetcrcfJQlOV. But how was the highest 

bid determined? One conjecture is that the contract was awarded to the bid

der who offered the highest rate of interest. According to another theory, the 

winner was the person who offered the best security, 35 but if so, this was not 

properly an auction at all. Auctions based on competing offers of rates of in

terest depend on bidders being able to assess the value of the capital with 

reasonable confidence, yet this was precisely the difficulty, as Athenian "busi

nesses" were made up of a combination of slaves, stocks of raw materials and 

finished products, and credits and debts. In other words, an auction on the 

basis of rates of interest amounts to holding an auction on two independent 

variables simultaneously, the value of the capital and the potential business 

opportunity. While this could have been the case, I think it much more likely 

that the winning bid represented the highest assessment of the capital. 

One finds sorne support for this conjecture in the beginning of the new 

Hyperides fragment. The fragrnent starts in the middle of the sentence: rroü 

µev EUQlCTKOV'rOc; EV '[(~ Oll(CX.CTTllQL(p µ17 ei\et'C'rOV lJ 'COLc; nma(v (" so that [ ... ] 

might not be less than that realized in court for the children"). From the con

text, it is clear that the issue concerned the leasing of an estate. But what was 

"realized" (or "fetched," EUQ(mcovrroc;) before the OLKetai:f]QLOV? The first edi

tors suggest that we should understand the phrase to refer to "profit" 

(i\17µµa), 36 that is, the interest (or, more correctly, the rate of interest). But in 

a guardianship case, the capital, not the interest, was at stake. lt therefore 

stands to reason that it was the capital that was meant to be safeguarded by 

allowing the guardian to lease a business instead of adrninistering it himself; 

moreover, in no source is a rate of interest ever mentioned. (We might reason-

34. Isai. 6. 36. 
35. Both are discussed in Harrison 1968-71: 1:196. 
36. Tchernetska et al. 200T 
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ably speculate that the interest rate was fixed by custorn or statute.) There

fore, I suggest that we see the phrase as referring to a bid on the capital and 

that the word Kc:cpa.1\mov and not A17µ~u:x stood sornewhere in the text that 

preceded: the translation that would result is "so that the capital in trust 

[ when the guardianship ends] rnight not be less than that realized for the 

children in court." 37 

With this case, we thus have a cornprehensible auction with a simple so

cial mechanisrn. In leasing and securing a ward's business, the problern was 

to assess the capital, the present value of the business itself. The Athenians 

left this task to the competing applicants. The person who won cornmitted 

himself to repaying the highest value of the capital. Competition not only 

avoided underassessment but also guaranteed that the ward, until coming of 

age, would obtain the highest amount of interest, since, to win the bid, every 

applicant would naturally bundle into his assessment a premium based on 

his expected profits. Additionally, sufficient real security was demanded as a 

part of the bid. Finally, in lines 8-9, we read that not merely the CTQXCuV but 

also the otKCW'If]Qtov had to accept the bid. After listening to the speeches of 

the applicants (a1eouaav'Ia.c;), the judges decided by vote (oLKa.~nv). 

Combining the principles of "Ci.µriaLc; and auction, this balanced social 

mechanism seems well designed to protect the financial interests of the ward, 

put his business into knowledgeable and capable hands, release the guardian 

frorn the onerous and dangerous duty of having to render an account, and 

save the parties the costs of a guardianship lawsuit. We know that the young 

Demosthenes could win such a trial only with the help of his teacher, the 

speechwriter Isaeus. \!\!hat we do not know is how much Demosthenes had 

to pay to his teacher out of the fortune recovered in court -in any case, the 

fee paid to Isaeus must have been a considerable transaction cost. 

Conclusions 

In the preceding discussion, we have seen that the legal framework of classi

cal Athens affected transaction costs in some unexpected ways. Three topics 

that shed light on transaction costs have been studied here. First, represent-

37. In Thür 2010: 8 n. 4, I suggested the following restoration: [l,;fiv be rnic;; imTQ61tmc;; 
µLa8wacu TOV OLKOV KlX"CCI'. TOIJc;; v6µouc;;, wan: TO KccpaAmov TO ÖU:XXELQLCT8i:v] TOÜ µi:v 
EUQLCTKOVTOc;; ... (cf. Dem. 27.58). 
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ing a substantial cost in judicial proceedings were not the court fees but, 

rather, the fees for advocacy. However, since the (ghost)writers of the court 

speeches did not act openly, their wages remain in the dark. Even in simple 

business disputes, the parties had to resort to skillful oratory. Double penal

ties for breaching a contract and a harsh rigor of enforcement deterred mer

chants from bringing one another to trial. Second, it is difficult to calculate 

the costs in drawing up private contracts. Private deeds were drafted by the 

personnel of merchants or bankers. Sales taxes were only imposed in public 

auctions. Third, we must not overlook the importance of social mechanisms, 

where law and psychology went hand in hand. Public auctions did not al

ways comply with the best bid, and self-assessing by legal opponents or com

petitors avoided complex jurisdictional measures. 
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